
(WO)MANORIAL PRESENTS INSIDE)(OUTSIDE

womanorial.com, The Internet (July 27,2014) -- (wo)manorial invites you 
to its eighth online exhibition, inside)(outside, which launches Sunday, July 
27, 2014 at 12:00 PM EST and is on view through September 26, 2014.

“... that gender is a choice, or that gender is a role, or that gender 
is a construction that one puts on, as one puts on clothes in the 

morning, that there is a 'one' who is prior to this gender, a one who 
goes to the wardrobe of gender and decides with deliberation 

which gender it will be today.” 
– Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity

The exhibition curated by Dallas based group, PerformanceSW, display 
collected ephemera from artists exploring the in-between. The works 
included will challenge representations of performance art to the everyday 
comparative and performativity of gender roles. Both displays call for the 
construction of invisible boundaries.

inside)(outside | private)(public | artist)(audience
substance)(vessel | boy)(girl | online)(off

A physical extension of Inside Outside in the form of a one-night-
only performance showcase curated by PerformanceSW co-
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founders, Courtney Brown and Alison Starr, will be on view at 
multiple venues in Dallas from 7:00 p.m - 11:00 p.m. on 
Saturday, August 16, 2014.  Venue locations and schedule to 
follow. 

Participating Artists:
*Featured in both online and live exhibition
Haley Kattner Allen (NYC)
Lindsay Allgood (Norman)*
Emmanuel Nuno Arambula (Houston)*
Daniel Bertalot (Houston)
Unna Bettie (Houston)*
Laura Lee Brott (Denton)
Courtney Brown (Dallas)
Rebecca Carter (Dallas)*
Julia Claire (Houston)*
Kristen Cochran (Dallas)
Laura Garcia-Penn (Dallas)*
Michael Anthony Garcia (Austin)
Randall Garrett (Dallas)*
Andrea Goldman (NYC)*
Ryan Hawk (Houston)*
Autumn Hayes (Chicago)
Kate Helmes (Fort Worth)*
Autumn Knight (Houston)
Pierre Krause (Dallas)*
Jonatan Lopez (Houston)*
Carlos Martiel (Cuba)*
Evan McCarley (Houston)*
Jose Reuben Melendez (Dallas)*
Janet Morrow (Dallas)*
Wesley Salazar (Austin)
H. Schenck (Dallas)*
Caitlin Scott (Houston)*
Alison Starr (Dallas)
Sharon Turner (Houston)
Molly Youngblood (Chicago)
(wo)manorial
(wo)manorial is a collective of artists, creatives, and thinkers who 
contemplate the ever-changing concept of the feminine.
We honor those that came before us by continuing to develop the 



conversation and experience of femininity in the digital sphere.
As (wo)manorialists, we are united by our experience of femininity and 
identify with being human before any political group.
 Our work shares our experience.

womanorial.com
PerformanceSW

Performance Southwest is a project in support of the proliferation of 
performance art outside of the mainstream American discourse.Our 
mission is to educate audiences through collaboration in practice, 
scholarship, and curatorial development. 
PerformanceSouthwest.tumblr.com

Contact:
info@womanorial.com
PerformanceSW@gmail.com
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